Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
Urbanization is intimately associated to development in industries, socioeconomics and improvement in living standards of the people. Hasty Urbanization origin of disordered furthermore unintended expansion of urban cores which turn into additional complicated through the reality that it have to acquire inside the built up area. Urbanization working in the border carries a number of transport troubles of protection, blockage, disasters, parking, administration and enforcement. The paper is effort with reference to the geometric, traffic, utility and land use characteristics of the study region, to classify the most important corridor through traffic individuality as self-governing uniqueness of blockage standard as origin to classify the links leading to blockage.
Principal component analysis
The fundamental design of principal component analysis (PCA) is to lessen the dimensionality of a statistics set consisting of a hefty quantity of organized variables, while retaining as a great deal as feasible of the discrepancy present in the statistics set. This is attained by transforming to a innovative set of variables, the principal components (PCs), which are uncorrelated, and which are structured so that the original few preserve the largest part of the difference present in all of the innovative variables. The traffic is mixed traffic conditions. There is no defined functionality of the road systems in the Municipality. Input data for attributes are collected satellite data by using GPS, GIS as compassionate tool and field surveys, collected concerned municipal authorities. Congestion priority Graph IV. CONCLUSION The existing exceptionally competent supply system entities (Major corridors and junctions) spawn mixed traffic condition and land-use development with the migration of socio -economic and demographic distinctiveness in the urban form. The land-use difference along their entities creates an in-balance in the urban areas with respect to congestion, surplus delay in travel, road accidents, pollution etc., In-order to reduce this congestion, it is very important to know where the blockage has occurred and how it is circulated from one place to many places. All the geometric, traffic, land use and the utility characteristics are studied in the analysis. Speed is considered as the major contributors for congestion.
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The correlation parameters between the observed field data and prioritization observed from the model indicate that the critical links identified in the network through the analysis are the worst links with respect to geometric, traffic, land-use characteristics. This method of analysis is used for the development of the road links and the places where there is more blockage with limited budget constraints and it serves as a promising role for the road administrators to implement at field level. 
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